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Affirm public info: I agree

Regarding: Congressional

Message:
I live in Dallas County and so have focused on my communities of interest.

The Dallas Morning news had an excellent article calling on the lege to Go Back to The Drawing board aimed at all
the newly drawn maps. 
https://www.dallasnews.com/opinion/editorials/2021/10/12/texas-redistricting-needs-to-go-back-to-the-drawing-
board/

The opening line is “Democracy works best when voters choose their representatives and not the other way around.”
The Texas legislature should listen.

The power to redistrict in Texas needs to go to an Independent Redistricting Commission as was proposed during
the 87th legislative session in March 2021 by TX Senator Nathan Johnson though it went nowhere -
https://legiscan.com/TX/bill/SJR54/2021. No politician ever should be drawing the lines for their district.

Below is the map 2135 that has been approved by both houses. You can tell just by looking it is gerrymandered
because who would draw such insane districts that puts fingers up or down  into urban counties to pluck out voters
who have nothing in common with all those rural counties? 

 See map in attachment

For a complete mathematical analysis visit MUM- TX  https://www.smu.edu/Dedman/Research/Institutes-and-
Centers/DCII/Scholarship/Research-Cluster-on-Political-Decision-Making/empirical

The upshot is that this is one of the most racially and politically gerrymandered map ever presented and would ever
pass the smell test if American still valued democracy. Creating super safe districts for the representatives will
destroy us because no one has any reason to listen to or compromise to get things done. This must stop now.
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